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On the qaality of Filling Floating (brroscopic Instruments
with a Special Liquide

by"

Z. F. UJrazayev and V. Yu. Shishrrarpv

In broad use at present time are integrating and differentiating g'rOsCopese

which are used in modern autcoatic flight control systems, in hydrostabilization sys-

tems for various devices, in autoncciaas inertia type navigation systems etce

These instruments should have high accuracy, low sensitivity thresholdgreater

er stability of output parameters, vibration resistance, vibration strength, as well

as strength and stability with respect 10 inactse

Integrating and differentiating gyrosccpes of conventional use in a majority

of cases do not satisfy to a sufficient degree the enumerated requirements. This is

explaiped by a whole series of causes, the main ones of which ares too &Teat and

inconstant in value friction moent in the bearings of gyroscope frame and in the

mutually moving elements of damper construction, insufficient vibrationel and impact

strength and stability, as well as the difficulty of realizing required dampinge

Consequently the employment of integrating and differentiating gyroscopes ia

modern accurate control systems and measuring was found to be possible -only after

solving the 1i blem of reducing the friction m-aent to a minimm in the frame sup-

parts, creation of a damperp free of dry friction, and increasing the vibraticnal

strength and stability of the instrunents*

This problem was best solved in floating gyroscopes, which arr. a newer and more

perspective variant of integating and differentiating gyroscopes. A reduction in

friction ment in these instruments is attained by relieving the bearings on account
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of empiqing the lifting forces of a liquid.

The arrangement of a tvo-sideJ floating arroecopeu Is shown in fig.le The yromotor

4 together with the frame is placed in an airtight float 9g On the axis of the float

is mounted rotor 6 of the angle indicator and rotor 2 of moments indicators the at*-

tars of which are attached to the comion body 10 of the instruments Between float 9

and body 10 of the instrument is attustea the liquid. Since the velug and specific

weight of the liquid change substantially with the change in temperature, Provisiona

were made to maintain constant temperature - in the body of the inttrument is instal-

led a heatina coil 7 and thermo-resistor 8, serving as sensitive element of the ther-

mo-regulatore 7b compensate the possible changes in the volume of the liquid me face

of the body ia covered with sylphon 1.

IY

?ig.leSohzmtlO oat two stage floating gyroscope.
1-aylpbhca 2-rotor of momnts indloatorl 3-stator of momnt indicator; 4-gramotor
5-stator of angle indicator; 6-rotor of angle indicatorl 7-heating winding;
8-thermo resistanoe 9-aeirtight float; 10-body of instruments

Tolume of the float and specific weight of liquid are selected so that the weight
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of the expelled liquid should equal the weight of the flooting grWo unit. The a"

unit is thoroughly statically balanced so that its CO colwindes practically vitb the

center of pressure.% ise with the center of gavity of the expelled liquid.

After "these conditions are fulfilled ** load on the bearings , and consequently

also the friction moment in the frame supports become practically equal to zero.

7he liquid is used simultaneously for the obtainment of required damping and oh.

taimment of high vibrational and impact strength and stability of these instruments.

One of the L"portant technological problems in the -manufacture of floatiag Gyroscopes

is the operation of filling the instrwuments with a special liquid and control or fil-

ling quality.

Under the term *fil.ing qualityO is understood the absence in the body of the

instrument of air bubbles after filling same with liquid. Air bubbles in the body of

the instrument have a negative effect on it performance , bccause the air bubble adhev

ing to the floeting gyro unit may rove over the surface of the gro unit and# produt,

ing harmul moments, will bring about the appearance of false output sills of the

gyroscope and their instabilit.

Furthermore, when an air bubble is present in the liquid it my distort the mag-

nitude of the damping moment, which is absolutely prohibitted in inteorating gyroscofe%

where the mmnent, produced by the damper, appears to be the measur.

ing one.

Hence it follows, that the operation of filling should be carried out with Great-

er throughness, and the method of controlling the quality at filling shcoald assure

reliable measuremaet of the air bubble volume) reaining in the Instrument after

filling same with special liquid.

Filling of instruments is does on a special installation (fig.2). Instrumeot I

is placed in a ccntrivance 2 for mechanical puping, and tubes 6 and 7 are connected

to nipples of the instrument. After this with the aid of mechanism 14 in lowered
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bell 10,e the vacuum pump is connected and valve 8 is opened, The magnitude of the

remaent pressure, coltrollen by vacuumeter 12. should be not more than 5 =a Hg

After the air bubbles have been separated fran the liquid into flask 49 but not earlier

than 3 hours from the beginning of vacuuming, should the filling begin. To do this

tumbler TI connects the attachmnts for mechanical pumping, and with tho aid of tumb-

ler 2*motor and reduotor valvo 5 is shifted into Oopen 0 positione

After the appearance of liquid, which passed through the instrument, in flask 3

above the level of marker 14# but not sooner than within 3 hours from the beginning of

filling valve 8 is closed and the vacuuming is discontimned*

Then is disconnected the contrivance for mechanical pumping, valve 5 is shut and

with the aid of valve 9 the pressure under thc bell rises to atmospheric. A reduction

in the level of liquid in flask 3 should not be Veater than the given allcwance 3 N,

the ma,;aitude of which is ordinarily set up experimentallyo

After this the bell is lifted, the instrunment is disconnected from the installs

tion and the openings in the connecting pieces of the instrum-t are choked off,

The filled instrument is then held for two hours in a thermostat at a temperature of

* 50C and is cooled in the air to normal temperature of 20 1 .e C for no less than

two hours, after which the presence of an air bubble in the instrument is checked,

The evaluate the filling quality of practical interest is the evaluation of

the relationship between residual.sual ry volume of air bubble in the filled instru-

men=t and the magnitude of drop in liquid level AN in flask 3.

We uill determine the ratio between volume of air bubble in the instrumet and the

liquid level drop in flask 3 by the valuea6.

Wa will assams that in the instrument after filling the liquid remained 4ertain

volUMe of air vB at a remanent pressure under the bell pB.eWhen the prersure under

the bell is raised to atmospheric pa, the volume of the air bubble in the instrument

will decrease to a value VTe



See Attached Page 5a for Fig. 2

Fig.2.Installation for filling instrutent with special liquid.

l-instrumcnt being filled; 2-contrivance for mchanical pumping; 3-metering flask;
4-flask for special liquid; 5-vtilveconnected thbough reductor with electromotor 6;
7-rubber vacuum tubes; 8-valve with valve 9; 10-Class bell; 11- table; 12-vacuum-
.meter; 13- techaological conaecting picces lu-bell raising mechanism; 1_5-protective
cylinder for transparent Plexiglass; 16-reductor; 17-electric motorTl and T2- tumblera*
I'i-graduation on metering flask*

It is apparent that v*pga va.e (U)

The magnitude of the volume ve can be indirectly determined by the magrntule of

liquid level drop in flask 3 frcm equatioah
Srd-'

4

where d - internal diameter of flask in mm; AR - magnitude of liquid level drop in

flask in m.

Expression (1) can be written in form of

r.

then instead of equation (2) we will haves

But since pa/p 2 is mach ;reater than 1, then with practically. sufficient accuracy It
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can be written
r. -,0 3£jO

I. .4

1=; -. PS.;- 1H. (4)
t Pa

Exam le. Assumng at d 15 • and at a rise in pressure fr•i pI3 Hn g to po •

* 760 isa }Pg the drop in liquid level in flask/L•H 2 me

The su.-zary value of the air bubble volume in the insqtruat at atrio~pheric pres

suze pa is deterirAned frc• e~x•.ression (4):

If the perLi.issible vwlue of the air bubble voluble va perto is knovn.,it is then possib

le to determine the pernissible value of liquid level reduction in flask 3, at a

chagie in pressure wi~d r the bell frco• PB to Pa frci the following expressionsI@ .. ,,,,)

But reliable filling quality control by the above described method is difficult,

because in terms (4) and (5) figes a liquid level drop value AH in flask 1,the measu-

rement of wshich with a sufficient degree of accuracy appears to be ieipossible. There.-

fore the presence of an air bubble in instruments filled with liquid is checked o

a special installation (fig.3)by an indireat method by the "movement * of the syiphos.

To the body of instrument 1 is fastened with bolt 5 bushing 4 with inicatw 6.

The shank of the indicator is brouaght down to the bottom of the sylphon •-nd a 1 me,

teneion is mede along the indicator scales The instrizuent is placed on pedestal 2

under cover 10. the vacuum pimp is connected and valve 7 is opened. After a gJven rare

faction is created ubder the cover (usuall e 3-5 o pr) it is kept there for 5 tinstes

and the first onstrument indication s deterninede 'pienl with the aid of valve 8 the

air pressure under the cover is raised to atmospheras and the secfl indicator reading

is determinede

The diference between second an first indicator readir represents the amovemente

of the sylphomI

tesin s ae log heidiatr cao Te nsruet s laedo pdet6



The movement of the 9yiphon should not exceed the valuevinicated in the drawin

for given Sistrunment.

, -

n

Figo~oSchematic of the installation fo measuring syphon 2 veen*,

l-instrument; 2-pedestal; 3-technological srew; 4- bracket; 5-screw for attaching
bracket to instruwnt. 6-indicator with 0.01 =smeduation. 7-s;icot with valve 8 9-
vacuumeter; 10-airtight cover with peeping vindow or glass bell; 11-tableo

We shall detewrine the ratio between the volume of the air bubble in the instru-

ment and the movement of the sylphon. If under the cover was an a epheric pressure

pe and in the instrument was an air bubble with a volume vethen when reducing the

pressure under the cover to a value PB the volume of the air bubble will rise to a

certain value vB0 This increase in volumior air bubble will take place on account

of sylphon movement by a certain value B. 7he relationship between the values S and

va can be established from the following considerationse

After setting the indicator shank with a I m. tension to the bottom of the sylphou

and at a pressure under the cover pa, the air bubble with a volume va is unde a Ives-

Bur*$p+.. ,

where
rmsa= 0.2 kg - m•sured force of indleator;

Yoeff - effective area of s.lphou In oi .

After under the bell has been eanted a vacuum aith r•mennt pressure p1
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and the bottom of the rjAphon has shifted by a value S, the air bubble will be under

meseurze POeT + 4. -s .5

where J- rigdity of sylphon, .e. the force, under the effect of which the sylphn

stretches by 1 mI (in kg/nm.)
(p I,,., :.ip, " ' hi.v .°,

It can be writtean /'.#I

M.pression (6) can be written in form of8

A*t
.Zbstituting expression (8) In M7); we will obtain

p.'.

Transfor.-dng the obtained expressionwe will obtain

A l

* S. "

In this equation the me-bera Pt t 3z; jS/eff marked by the sign 0 can be disretarded

in view of their smallness. In addition, it can be assumed, that Pa-7 6 0 ma Ig a 1 kHS

=2 . const, then equation 9 will acquire the following forms

xa~pLe. The instrient has a sylphon with effective area Feff 12.56 cz 2 and a

rigidity j = 0.8 kd/ce During rarefaction from atmoqheric preesure Pa 760 mm Be a

1 kf/fc to a Preesure pB a • mm Fg a 0.0066 kdc: 2 the movement of the sylphon meas

tured by the indicator S = 0,05 ra; the measuring force of the indicator Imeas P 0.2 kg.

We will determine the volume of the air bubble in the inctrucent by formulas (9)

and (10).

a) By formula C9)
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ofloIp, -.4 M,,*l. is foil II 1 .

" " " " 7o.*

b) by forala (1.0)1
.' I , .ION , A .. 7' I -.iNL 41.II Iih , v .i ] M] j•

The magnitude of the error when calculating the volume of the bubble by formula

(10) equals -- '

where - error in calculating by simplified forzmla (10) in %i

Ta(1o)- volume of air I.,bble, calculated by fomsula (i1);

ve( 9 ) - vc!u1L of air bubble, calculated by formula (9).

in our exazrle 1.1 ,=,- 1.4. = li

Consequently, the volume of the air bubble in the instrument can be determined

with practically sufficient accuracy by the simplified formula (iO1.

For concrete construction of the instrument the effective area of the sylphon

and its rigidity appear to be constant values. In addition, for concrete setting to

control the volume of the air bubble the magjnitude of remenent pressure PB and the

L-cssurilng force of the indicator P also appear to be constant. Consequently

formula (10) can be written in form of

VO, c, .S. (llip

where t a pB ]oeff *lras'

Mn this way, the meepitude of sylphon movement S characterizes absolutely the

volume of the air bubble, remaininG in the instrument after filling same with liquid.

To assure accuracy and reliability in meaccuriuc the volume of the air bubble it

is necessary. that the magnitude of the measuring force of the indicator P ahaoud
mesa

be by an order lcwer than the product pB eo'effO In our example this product has the

Valm

* I U h.itle. 12i?.16. ' 1.,!027 t;,' - ,l ,

Consequently, the measuring force P should be not more than 10 4- 20 g.

Maas
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Purtherzeit is necersary, that its force should be constant, because fluctuations

in tho value P.... will directly affect the accuracy of measuring the volume of the

air bubble,

In connection with all that ha., been said, the obtained application of

indicators with measuriag fcrce Pme... 200w300 g

to evaluate the filling quality of instruwent ýhould be considered as a failure. For

those control systems shculd be recoomwded instruments with low meterine force, e.g.

zicro catcrs. The existig method and me..ns of filling instruments with special li-

quid allow to attain onlyr cuc'.. fillinG quality, at .hich ir the body of the instru-

ment remains a srmmary air bubble of the ma~nitude of 1-2 L.m For many modcrn instru-

ments this filling quality cannot be considered as sufficient. Thercfore, the methods

and means of filling require improcemente

Literature

SlranasneI GeA; PryadilovYu.N.Floating Gyroscopes and their ApplicationCborongiz
1958.
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